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hello and welcome to east campus HouseComm! 
minutes are being streamed live with typos. 
 
introductory remarks: 
Attendance: everyone’s here. 
Meeting plan: 

- Recap of the room assignment process 
- What we’re doing next: how do we improve our system? Suggestions from upperclassmen and 

first years alike. 
 
What happened: 

1. Everybody submitted their forms, only two people asked to stay in their same room. 
2. When it came time to run the RP+ algorithm, it was not producing results. After we lowered 

constraints, the algorithm still refused to run. To make things more difficult, East Campus was at 
capacity and had no vacancies to play with. At 3AM, we resolved to switch back to the old 
system, which involved mutual selection. 

3. The results: it did work out. Every first-year was placed in a top 6 hall, and only four were placed 
on halls they ranked 5-6. 

4. Consensus from the hall reps + chairs + exec meeting: 
a. Good things:  

i. It makes East Campus upperclassmen deeply invested in the process and in the 
first years. 

b. Bad things: 
i. There’s a lot of secrecy in the process. 
ii. It can make first-years stressed about making a good impression. 
iii. There’s problems with inter-hall communication. 

c. Things we want to work on: 
i. Improving the communication from halls to first years about what their hall is like. 
ii. Maintain autonomy, investment, and interest in the process! 
iii. Clarify expectations about what it means to be an upperclassman participating in 

the process. 
5. Moving forward: 

a. How do we make our algorithm work, especially given the multiple constraints posed by 
halls? (eg. cats, clothing optionality, etc.) 

b. What’s our apocalypse plan? 
 
Open discussion: 

1. Do you guys initially look at first year constraints and then try to place them on halls that fit these 
constraints? 

2. How the algorithm (Random Priority) works (from Mayukha, who wrote it): The algorithm puts all 
the frosh in a random order, and then asides each frosh to their top hall that still has an 
availability. To satisfy constraints, the algorithm first re-arranges first year preferences, making 
sure objections are ranked last. If the algorithm is forced (in a particular solution) to place a first 
year on a hall that is not acceptable, it exits the iteration and starts over. 

3. Could we give priority to those who have restrictions? 
a. This could lead to gaming the system and seems unfair. 



4. Couldn’t you game it anyway? 
a. Random Priority: RP, without constraints, results in ex-ante pareto-efficient answers, but 

as soon as you begin to put constraints, the possibility opens that it is both not-solvable 
and gameable. However, it is much less obvious without giving clear priority. 

b. First-years also don’t get told much information about the algorithm. (They do know that 
you can’t be placed on a cat hall...) 

5. Suggestion: let’s say we get towards the end of the list, and it’s then scrapped. Would it be a bad 
idea to weigh first years who had not been assigned when the list got scrapped more heavily, to 
ensure they got placed. 

a. Well, the order was originally entirely random. So being at the “bottom” of the list doesn’t 
have that much to do with how easy you are to place. 

6. Hypothesis (5E-centric) about how the algorithm failed: 
a. There were not a lot of first years okay with smoking, cats, and clothing optionality this 

year, and 5E was also much less popular this year. 58 of the frosh said they do not want 
to live on a smoking hall. The probability of 5E filling up before the system gets scrapped 
is low (how low?) and this could make the algorithm infeasible to run. It’s not just the 
constraints or the unpopularity of the hall.  

7. When the RP+ algorithm did run, only 67% of first years were placed on their first choice (much 
less than previous years). So perhaps they were a harder year to place? 

8. Hypothesis / personal experience: 5E was a little scary, and I was hesitant to commit to living 
there - “felt intense about my decision”. The morning of, I realized that I can hang out wherever, 
which made me feel much better! 

a. In previous years, we had complaints from first-years that REX made EC seem much 
more united than it is during the year? 

9. Suggestion: Why not give priority to first years who are filling up halls with “low scores” - target 
and satisfy problem areas. 

a. This is sort of what we do in Mutual Selection! There are trade offs between halls that do 
well that year and halls that do less well. 

i. Can we computerize it?  
ii. What happens when the system is transparent? It could encourage people to 

spread out across halls. 
b. Boston Mechanism (an algorithm that does this?): a very gameable algorithm - people 

are incentivized to lie about their decision making. This could make net-happiness 
decrease, since the lying propogates. 

i. Use it as a back-up? Then it’s less gameable. 
1. Is this not-transparent? 

10. The gameability is under question? But may be gameable no matter what. 
a. What are we willing to accept? 

11. Why is smoking still a category? 
a. First of all, the smoking halls were not fully cleaned this summer - there were still rooms 

with deep smoke residue! 
b. Also, there’s asbestos under the carpets, and the carpets absorb smoke. 
c. “Smoke residue” interpreted by first years? They seemed well informed. 
d. It could be a serious problem for people with asthma or other allergies. 

12. If you try to game the system, everyone will be sad? 
a. No. 

13. Open question to first years: when you were filling out the survey, did you strategize? 



a. One first year really wanted Slugfest, but wasn’t really super comfortable with clothing 
optionality, put it higher anyway. 

b. Demand your squatting spot? 
i. Many first years made to move one room over. 

c. Which of your two choices is more popular? Rank it higher. = ‘strategizing lite’ 
14. Let’s look at the data about whether or not strategizing occurs: the overall MIT standard, how 

many first years lie about their Dorm preferences? 
a. Men ranking McCormick higher than last. 
b. Women ranking Chocolate City higher than last. 
c. In East Campus, a good proxy for gaming it is the question about hard nos versus how 

the rank their halls. 
i. Last year, 15% of first years rank “please don’t put me on a cat hall” or equivalent 

and then put a cat hall 4th or higher. 
ii. This year, the percent was slightly lower; not meaningfully. *specifically this is 

~5% so maybe meaningful 
d. In Burton Conner: the algorithm was gameable, everyone lied. 

15. How do you rank your dorms if you have allergies? Maybe confusing. 
16. Look at housing survey data to test gameability? They might answer more honestly. 
17. Personal experience: In cat allergies, you can be allergic to some cats and not others. Thus, I 

ranked some cat halls higher and other cat halls lower, based off of my reaction. Then, I wrote “I 
would prefer not to.”  

18. Suggestion: 2-layered survey idea? Get information early on first years, and then apply that 
information (cross-compare) post Hall Rush. 

a. Dissenting opinion: people change a lot once they arrive at MIT / EC, and it means 
something very different in practice than in theory (also depends on hall). Information is 
distributed by upperclassmen present, and this is the point of hall rush! + 

i. Things like cat-allergies and smoking won’t change? 
1. There are examples of them changing. 

ii. Place stronger priority on medical questions? 
iii. Opinions generally change from stricter to less strict. 

19. How do we consider gameability? As a binary: do we prioritize something that is more or less? 
20. User-interface why: have the system visibly remove halls from the options based off of optionality 

preferences. 
a. Maybe one problem is the order is inverted. 
b. Also, having it not forced allows people to game it.  
c. The non-restricted halls are Beast, 1W, and FloorPi. 

 
 

1. Question for first years: how would you feel about having a survey asking about ‘personality 
traits?’ Right now, halls look at first-years based off of interactions during hall rush - might not 
work for everyone. 

a. Personal opinion: I find it easier to be honest about myself when I’m given more specific 
things to respond to.  Then you need to think about how first years, are only giving as 
much of themselves as they can. 

b. This needs to be available to first years who Fyre in, too! = It has to be open to the 
greater first year community. 

i. We could ask MIT to add it to their process. 



ii. Right now, we don’t (?) get survey data from the summer? Not even the 
questions aimed at RACs :’( 

2. Conversation shift: people are going to game the system no matter what! 
 
 
Let’s talk about the algorithm and what our values are. 

1. I think the first years should only get to rank the halls and then say yes/no to the preferences. It’s 
up to the first years to make their decisions. 

a. On some level, this is what it is?  
i. Maybe the current system is confusing. 

2. Do you consent to living in a (cat hall, smoke-residue, etc.?) ++ 
3. When we were first work-shopping the algorithm, we broke into the following working groups: 

a. Declaration of Squatting 
b. Summer Information Dispersal 
c. First moving process 
d. Algorithm 
e. Second moving process 

4. Can we have the people in these groups give short meetings/presentations about their concerns 
and topics? 

5. Additional issues: It bothered me that halls were adjusting their racial diversity last minute. It felt 
lazy and like you are making the decision for your first years. This is something that should be 
thought before-hand. 

a. Every hall told their first years at hall rush, “my hall is very diverse” 
b. “Accepts anyone who does anything:” not race-specific. 
c. Maybe it depends on who is listening? 
d. This is also something that was mentioned during our discussions with DSL. 
e. The wording was sub-optimal and felt like tokenism. There is a systematic problem here, 

and you are ignoring it in favor of seeing just this person’s race. 
f. A lot of the statements so far have said: “trying to be more diverse is fine, but taking first 

years of color is not the way to do it” - this doesn’t make sense, it seems like the only 
remedy? The issue could be mainly the phrasing. 

g. There does exist the problem that people come to their hall chairs saying “I would like to 
see more racial diversity on this hall, I don’t enjoy being the only person of ‘x’.” 

h. Sandy: part of the issue could be that this is a one-sided remedy. You’re not telling your 
first-years that this is something that you want for your hall. If they’re not told, they’re 
being used as pawns in a scheme to ‘woke the hall’.  

i. This was mutual selection: you are responsible for your selections? 
j. Hadrian: one thing that could’ve caused a problem is that for the whole time leading up to 

the night of, we all though we were going to be using RP+, which is a system deliberately 
designed to select sets of first years. One of the valid, DSL approved reason for this is to 
“meet your community’s diversity goals,” so under this context, this could’ve been in their 
mindsight when they switched to MS. 

 
 
It is 11pm: Hall Chairs are free to leave.  
 



1. One thing that may have helped for me: at the presentations at the beginning, make a 
better-communicated pitch about what personality traits a home might be looking for in its 
members. The presentation communicated hall personality. 

2. How do we make the speeches more useful?  
3. One of the current values of the system is that upperclassmen can input about whether or not 

they think a certain first year would fit in / be happy. 
4. Racial Diversity cont: 

a. It would be shitty and tokenizing to pick a first year you don’t want very much only 
because of their race. Counting it as a plus, however, is a different perspective - “holistic” 
determinations?  

b. Also, prioritize the first year preferences. 
c. What would it mean if this happened with gender?  
d. It’s not the first year’s burden to make the hall better. The hall should make itself better. 

The remedy is to welcome more diverse first years, not to take or not take. Look inwards. 
e. The above is trying to rush a diverse first year class. What other options exist? 

i. Transfer students 
ii. Be friendly and create a safe space 

f. How do you start from the ground up? 
g. There are ways to start from the ground up. Making it seem like that’s all that they bring 

to the table = this is all that’s communicated, this is not okay. 
h. Having people of the group you’re trying to welcome is a pre-existing condition. But there 

are also indicators: eg, people in EC always introduce themselves with their name and 
pronouns. 

i. I would rather not be on a hall that is seeing me just as a black person, even if I’d be on a 
different, whiter hall. 

j. EC is a safe space! 
k. Let’s say you are an all-white hall and you are accepting, and there is an all-POC hall 

which is also accepting. Why would a POC first year, with all boundaries removed, opt to 
go to the first? In my frat (60%+ hispanic), we primarily rush hispanic people, because 
when we do get other people, they tend to leave. I want to address this question in a 
friendly way that is fair to halls trying to help themselves and to first years. 

i. As a POC, I did not think about this. + 
l. If you’re choosing between two first years who both fit really well for a variety of reasons, 

and the tipping point is racial diversity, is this a just reason? 
m. If this is something a hall cares about, they should be prioritizing it from the very first 

rounds. Also, the feedback has been clear: the language, the signaling your hall uses. 
n. The problem (at its root) could be that the veto-ing was done less ethically / 

straightforwardly this year. This means that this is a long term question about how to 
consider EC values. 

o. As a POC, we don’t want to hear that our background is a reason to be placed 
somewhere. Place me like everybody else. As a first year, I can express my own 
preferences.  

p. Sandy: let’s not undermine the greatness of this conversation by ending with a color-blind 
comment. We are not a color-blind world, and although we can aspire to it, differences 
are important too.  

5. If you want, we can have an additional meeting on this. 
 

1. Question to first years: how well can information be shared between halls and first years? 



a. Can we properly communicate if a hall feels that a first year would not be happy on a hall 
before hand? 

i. Speeches, booklet, etc. 
ii. Halls also fear being too specific for fear of isolating first years. 
iii. You could speak directly, as a member of a hall, to a first year, but that’s a 

heart-wrenching, difficult, nuanced conversation to have, and not something that 
can occur casually. 

iv. There is no good way to find singular first years and tell them, you’d not be happy 
here. 

v. Different halls have multiple personalities happening on their hall. 
b. Before FYRE, we try to have people choose EC for EC, and not for a specific hall. This 

means inter-hall unity, and limits halls’ abilities to advertise before FYRE is over. We do 
not wear hall swag until after FYRE.  

i. I personally felt during FYRE that interhall culture in EC is less strong than in 
other dorms, so I had to find a hall I would like otherwise EC would not be the 
right fit for me. 

c. Improve wikis to show hall personalities. 
d. Meet people during REX, and then identify them during Hall Rush. 

i. Probably the event that they ran has to do with the culture of the place that they 
live there! So this is a good thing. 

e. More Inter-hall events during REX? 
f. Alexandria: I too, am new, and trying to get to know EC halls better. Can you make a 

pro-con list / “a person who might fit in well if” list to describe what halls are like. This is 
transparent.  

g. Push people who don’t fit into the EC culture (stereotypically) to have more events! 
2. First years wish there was more time! 

 
Meeting adjourned. 


